ANOVA Formula Summary Sheet
One-way ANOVA
Sum of Squares between
(treatment)

SSbet = ∑[ngroup (Mgroup – Mgrand)2]

Group mean (Mgroup) minus the grand mean (Mgrand), squared (2), then multiplied
by the number of people in that group (ngroup). Repeat for each group and add
these up (∑) to get your total between SS.

Sum of Squares within
(error)

SSwithin = ∑ [∑ (Xi – Mgroup) ]

Starting in group 1, person 1’s score (Xi) minus the group mean (Mgroup), squared
(2). Repeat this across everyone in the group and add these up (∑). Then repeat
this for every group and add these up (∑) to get your total SSwithin.

Sum of squares total

SStotal = ∑ (Xi – Mgrand)2

Person’s score (Xi) minus the grand mean (Mgrand), squared (2). Repeat this for
every person and add these up (∑) to get your total SS.

degrees of freedom
between

dfbet = k – 1

number of groups/ treatment levels (k) minus 1

degrees of freedom
within

dfwithin = N – k

total number of people (N) minus number of groups (k)

degrees of freedom total

dftotal = N – 1

Total number of people (N) minus 1

Mean square between

MSbet = SSbet
dfbet

Sum of squares between (SSbet) divided by the between groups degrees of
freedom (dfbet)

Mean square within

MSwithin = SSwithin
dfwithin

Sum of squares within (SSwithin) divided by the within groups degrees of freedom
(dfwithin)

obtained F

F = MSbet
MSwithin

Mean square between (MSbet) divided by mean square within (MSwithin)

2

Tukey’s HSD
t test
standard error

t = M1 – M2
Sx
Sx =

MSwithin
N

Mean of group 1 (M1) minus the mean of group 2 (M2), divided by the standard
error (Sx). Repeat this for each comparison you want to make
from your ANOVA, divide the Mean square within (MSwithin) by the total
number of people (N), then take the square root.
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